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Synopsis
This study is that has developed a practical theory of planning and design methods about middle- and high-rise
housing super blocks that are located on the existing urban area and suburban area respectively. We have traced
practically physical conditions of these super blocks and all kinds of appeared things attendant on living activities
on there. So the classification and quantity of appeared things have been made clear, and the relationship between
the spaces of super blocks and the states of arrangement of appeared things has been analyzed. Based on these
results and the result of the study of low-rise housing blocks (cf. References!), we describe fundamental way of
thinking on planning and design method that will become necessary when planning will be encouraged after this.
KEYWORD: Housing Design, Urban Area, Suburban Area, Medium-rise Apartment, High-rise Apartment,
Super Block, Public Space, Communal Space, Things for Living, Living Activity
Introduction
This study is that we extract the model example of medium- and high-rise housing estates in large residential
development districts that has been built in Hanshi'n Region between Osaka City and Kobe City, and that a
guideline and design methods for layout design of grouping blocks or super block in housing area are studied by
analysis of relationships between residential spaces and living activities. This study is a series with a study about
the residential space in residential unit of grouping blocks at urban existing area by low-rise housing that has been
reported in References 1 already. Then, in the latter half of this paper (Section 4), the results of the living
activities of habitants at the grouping blocks in the low-rise housing area, at the super blocks in medium-rise
housing estates and at the super blocks in high-rise one are compared and the relationships between each type
residential space and living activities are investigated. As the result of these analysis, guideline and methods of
residential space planning in super blocks of housing area are proposed.
In the first half of this study paper, for the effects of the planed residential spaces on living activities are
concerned, the super blocks in middle-rise housing estates and high-rise one are selected as subjects of this survey
from large scale housing development districts in existing urban area and suburban area respectively as condition
of location.
The analysis of the relationships between the residential spaces and living activities are proceeded with a index
of living activities that correspond to layout plan of housing super block. The things for living what the habitants
use and put on under living activities in their residential space are adopted.
The substances of grouping blocks of low-rise housing in existing urban area have been reported in References 2
and 4. The substances of the super blocks in medium-rise housing estates and high-rise one have been reported in
References 3 and 4.
1. Outline of Survey
First, we surveyed the actual situation of building housing estates' that had built in location of existing urban area
and suburban area. Second, we selected middle-rise housing estate and high-rise one from each location, total four
housing estates. And then the survey by observing and recording the appeared things attendant on living activities
of habitants outside the dwelling units have been carried out.
Outline of the housing estates and super blocks as the subjects of this survey and the method and the period of
the survey are described to the following.
1-1. Selection of Housing Estates and Super Blocks as Subject of Survey: Surveyed Estates and Surveyed
Super Blocks
The surveyed estates were selected from middle-rise housing estates and high-rise one in each location of
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existing urban area and suburban area. The surveyed estates were selected through the first and second selection
from the middle and large scale housing estates located in Osaka, Kobe and Hanshin Area that had been planned
and developed by Housing Supply Corp. (HSC) or Housing and Urban Development Corp. (HUDC). At the first
selection, the conditions of selection had been adopted that i )considering the extension of neighborhood unit,
ii)being same managing style (dwelling for sale) and being permanent housing type, iii)passing over seven years
since the beginning of living in for considering the aspect of the formation of community. At the second selection,
the conditions had been adopted that i )using the theory of the layout design for the whole housing estate
planning, ii)holding the some public facilities and some public spaces that correspond to the scale of the housing
estate, iii)being formed by the dwelling unit types that the ordinary household can live.
As the model of middle-rise housing estate in existing urban area, River Side Tomobuchi (we use an abbreviated
Table 1 Physical Conditions, such as Total Land Area and so on, of Surveyed Estates and Super Blocks
location existing urban area suburban area
stories middle-rise high-rise middle-rise hi,gh-rise
Survey housing estate name «Tomobuchi» «Tsukuda» «Myodani» «Mukogawa»
River Side Tsukuda Myodani Mukogawa
Tomobuchi Estate Estate Estate
Primary school district where Surveyed Housing Estates are located Tomobuchi Tukuda-nishi Kaminotani Takasu-minami
Primary school district area*1 (ha) 45.1 53.6 65.3 25.9
Number of household*2 (household) 4,806 3,168 2,343 1,641
Population*2 (person) 15,956 8,821 8,534 4,857
Surveyed super block name <Tomobuchi> <Tsukuda> <Myodani> <Mukogawa>
Beginning of living in 1983 1981,85 1980 1983,85,88
Scale
Site area (ha) 1.32 2.74 1.62 2.93
Building area (m2 ) 3,820 5,55] 3,138 6,663
Total floor area (m2 ) 18,021 57,647 14,722 87,345
Number of stories (story) 5 10,14 5 12, ]6
Estimated population*3 (person) 632 1,796 548 2,798
Number of dwelling units (dwelliOi! units) 173 524 170 616
Density
Building coverage ratio (%) 28.9 20.3 19.2 22.8
Total floor area ratio (%) 136.2 210.8 90.2 298.4
Average dwelling floor area (rr1/unit) 83.9 78.6 71.5 94.6
Dwelling level ( ltl/person) 43.4 44.2 50.9 39.3
Average outdoor public and common area*4 (nf/unit) 49.3 44.8 78.5 43.2
Average common floor area in residential building*5 (ITt/unit) 9.5 17.0 5.1 29.3
Car parking possession level (cars/unit) 0.39 0.54 0.75 0.48
Bicycle par~ing possession level (bicvcles/unit) 0.45 0.83 0.60 1.45
Formation of land use of site*6 (%)
Private site (inside ( ): real land area) 30.9 (0.41 hal 9.6 (0.26ha) 16.4 (0.27) - ( - )
Dwellin2 23.1 9.6 16.4 -
Exclusive use 2arden 7.8 - - -
Public site (inside ( -): real land area) 69.1 (0.91 hal 90.4 (2.48ha) 83.6 (1.35ha) ]00.0 (2.93ha)
Indoor public space 6.3 12.4 3.9 18.2
Inside residential building Entrance hall - 0.5 - 3.7
Assembly room 0.6 1.1 - 0.7
Pilotis 0.7 1.2 - 3.4
Staircase and fire escape stair 3.0 1.4 0.9 0.3
Indoor service space - 2.4 - 9.4
Individual building Meeting place - - 0.5 -
Equipment building 1.0 1.5 0.4 0.8
Bicycle parking lot 1.0 1.9 2.0 -
Parkin!! buildin2 - 2.3 - -
Outdoor public space 39.0 39.5 52.3 53.1
Play space Water way 2.0 - - -
Sublot 1.7 - - 0.3
Playlot 2.3 6.3 2.0 10.0
Green space Green space around building 12.3 10.5 26.4 9.5
Garden 10.1 7.4 3.7 15.7
Green belt around block 3.0 4.6 9.8 5.7
Street side flower bed - 1.1 1.3 -
Service space Garbage collection station 0.4 0.3 0.5 -
Outside parkin!! area 7.2 9.3 8.6 ]1.8
Road 23.8 38.5 27.4 28.7
Approach Approach to residential building - - 7.0 2.0
Approach to service space 1.2 1.6 - 0.4
Approach to parkin,g area 3.4 6.8 - 2.2
Pedestrian way Entrance court 0.6 4.0 - 2.3
Access way to residential building 1.7 2.3 1.2 -
Footpath 9.0 7.9 4.5 10.1
Main pedestrian way in the estate 4.7 1.3 - 2.3
Road Distributed and servicing road - 11.9 3.9 9.4
Principal road in Neighborhood Unit 3.2 2.7 10.8 -
*1 exclude Ohkawa, Shirokita River, Kanzaki River, Samondo River and Muko River
*2 amounted by national census 1990
*3 estimated by the questionnaire survey that were put into at the same time
*4 Average outdoor land area = { site area - (building area - pilotis area) } / number of units
*5 divide the total floor area of indoor playlot, communication space, EV hall, corridor, staircase etc. and entrancehall by number of units
*6 100% is 'Site area' of each super block
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0: hold the space element concerned, x: don't hold it
Fig.3 Elementary Spaces Formating Super Block
Table 2 Construction of the floor area in residential buildings
*1 contain balcony
*2 common space installed beside elevator hall
*3 staircase, fire escape stair and approach corridor to dwelling unit
(Unit: %)
~ existing urban area suburban areamiddle-rise high-rise middle-rise high-rise«Tomobuchi» «Tsukuda» «Myodani» «Mukogawa»
Total floor area 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
*( ) : real floor area (ni) (18,021) (57,647) (14,722) (87,345)
Private space 90.4 (16,291) 85.1 (49,058) 94.1 (13,853) 78.2 (68,304)
Dwelling unit* 1 90.4 84.0 94.1 78.2
Entrance porch - 1.1 - -
Public and Common space 9.6 (1,730) 14.9 (8,589) 5.9 (869) 21.8 (19,041)
Indoor playlot, etc. *2 - - - 2.9
elevator hall - 0.9 - 3.3
Corridor - 4.4 - 9.7
Staircase, etc. *3 9.1 8.8 5.9 3.5
Entrance hall - 0.3 - 1.2
Assembly room 0.5 0.5 - 0.2
Garbage collection station - - - 0.4
Equipment room - - - 0.6
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designation of « Tomobuchi ») was
selected. It had been located in Osaka city
area by HUDC. And as the model of high-
rise housing estate in existing urban area,
Tsukuda Estate (we use an abbreviated
designation of «Tsukuda») was selected.
It had been located in Osaka city area by
Osaka City HSC.
As the model of middle-rise housing
estate in suburban area, Myodani Estate
(we use an abbreviated designation of
«Myodani») was selected. It had been
located on Suma New Town in Kobe city
area by Kobe City HSC. And as the model
of high-rise housing estate in suburban
area, Mukogawa Estate (we use an
abbreviated designation of «Mukogawa»)
was selected. It had been located on
Nishinomiya city area by HUDC.
The survey by observing and recording
the appeared things attendant on living
activities of habitants was carried out after establishing the super blocks. These super blocks show the characters
of each housing estate and are regarded as the planning unit of the grouping of residential buildings and as the
basic unit that form the housing estate or neighborhood unit. We use "the super block in «Tomobuchi»" and so on,
when indicate surveyed super block in a description on this study paper.
1-2. Outline of Surveyed Estates and Surveyed Super Blocks Inside Them
The location of the surveyed estates are shown on "Fig.l Location of Surveyed Housing Estates", and the whole
layouts of surveyed estates and the locations of surveyed super blocks are shown on "Fig.2 Whole Layout of
Surveyed Estates". The layout of surveyed super blocks are shown on "Fig.4(1)-(4) Layout Plan of Super Block".
The outline of the scale, planning density and so on of surveyed estates and super blocks are shown on Table 1.
1) Outline of [Urban-Middle]: «Tomobuchi» and The Super Block Inside It
It is a housing estate for sale that have been located in Miyakojima-ku of Osaka city and that have been planned
and developed by RUDC in the vacant lot where the industrial buildings used to be as a part of the urban
development project (it is a method that the vacant lot where the industrial buildings used to be is converted into
housing estate and the existing urban area around it is redeveloped one after another and this is known as Stepped
Program System).
This estate is marked out by distributed roads, and the expressway above the Shirokita River through the north-
west side of this estate divide from the neighboring area. Two high-rise flats are put along this expressway, and at
the south-east side of this flats, the groups of middle-rise residential buildings that occupy the most of the estate
site area are arranged with the method of orthotropic layout. It is the way of arranging the whole layout planning
that the meandering pedestrian green way with the artificial stream are installed to the centre of the estate and the
pedestrian approach paths are served from this main pedestrian way to each super block units that is formed with
the method of orthotropic layout. A kindergarten is put on the north end of this main pedestrian way, the south-
west end leads to a infant school and a meeting place are put on the centre point.
The space between U-shaped residential buildings arrangement are classified the space with a play lot between
buildings that have a pair of apartments with East access and one with West access (EW pair access layout) and
the space with the exclusive use gardens and parking area between buildings. These are put on alternately (cf.
Fig.4(1». .
The parking areas and the garbage collection stations can be approach directly from the surrounding road.
Then the method of the division pedestrians and cars has been achieved horizontally. The space between U-
shaped residential buildings arrangement are regarded as the space with the strong sense of privacy.
The circulation system in the buildings are walk up type with one staircase every two units that each unit
entrance door is faced directly.
2) Outline of [Urban-High]: «Tsukuda» and Super Block Inside It
It is a housing estate for sale that has been located in Nishiyodogawa-ku of Osaka city and that has been planned
and developed by Osaka City HSD in the vacant lot where the factories used to be. At the same time, the authority
of Osaka City have planned and built a primary school and secondary school and have invited a recreation
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facilities in consideration for the urban development around this site. Three roads and an overhead railway (west
side) surround the whole site within this estate. East side road is an arterial road (Route 2). The recreation facility
that is managing swimming pool, etc. have been put on the gate place from the arterial road to the whole site.
L-shaped main distributed road has been gone through the whole site formed by the site of the housing estate and
the schools from the east side arterial road to south side. The site of the super blocks of the housing estate and the
schools inside the whole site are accessed from the L-shaped main distributed road (it is an access road too).
The site of housing estate are formed by two super blocks and it is T-shaped. North super block that is a
surveyed super block has a ten stories residential building and two fourteen stories one, total three buildings. The
space surrounded by three buildings is a exclusive pedestrian space, and the +-shaped pedestrian approach path
has been put on there. Inside this space, parks for children, meeting rooms & offices (they are located in the
ground floor of the building and central point of grouping dwellings) and an attached facilities have been arranged.
The main access to the surveyed super block is from the L-shaped main distributed road.
The parking area have been put on north side and west side of the super block. The service road from the L-
shaped main distributed road to these parking area have made a loop around the outside of the three buildings. The
layout of all kind of service facilities have been considered as the service activities are achieved through this
service road. The north side parking area is a two stories drive-in parking building.
For inside the residential buildings, habitant access to the entrance halls (that have elevators) of each building
through the pilotis spaces that enable to pass through the building (cf. Fig.4-(2». Half area of the passing through
spaces that is pilotis styIe have been assigned to bicycle parking lots.
The circulation system inside the buildings that are stagger plan is a skip floor type. The elevators are stopped
every three floor, the communal corridors (flying corridor type) are put every three floor too and habitant access to
individual unit through the staircase between two dwelling units. Every staircase reach to ground level as fire
escape stairs. The poach (2.7 nf/unit) are put in front of every entrance door in fourteen stories building.
3) Outline of [Suburb-Middle]: «Myodani» and The Super Block Inside It
Kobe City developed Suma New Town as a housing development district in suburban area in order to correspond
to population increase systematically. This development was applied the planning theory of neighborhood unit
system. The neighborhood unit (cf. Fig.2) where the surveyed estate has been located is T-shaped along the
principal road. A primary school, a neighborhood park and a neighborhood centre have been put on centre of the
neighborhood unit and the hierarchical composition of the road network has been constructed by from principal
road to the service roads that access to individual housing. Housing groups has been formed by the low-rise
houses groups, the low-rise housing estates and the middle-rise housing estates. The surveyed estate is five stories
middle-rise housing estate for sale that have been planned and developed by Kobe City HSC.
The site of the surveyed estate slopes down to south and have been terraced for building lots, and the slab type
residential buildings that are walk up type have been arranged the south faced parallel.layout there. The walk up
type buildings have one staircase every two units and so every dwelling unit hold the bilateral daylighting.
For the layout of surveyed super block, three side of the super block are surrounded by distributed roads and only
east side is fronting on the principal road. The service roads are coming in the super block at north and south side,
and from these service roads, the blind approach roads to seven residential buildings are stretching like a finger.
The accesses of all buildings are north side. A meeting place and play lot are put on the centre of this super block.
The spaces between the buildings are uniform. The elemental spaces are the space around the building, approach
road, parking area, bicycle parking lot, green space around the building and green surface of slope.
4) Outline of [Suburb-High]: «Mukogawa» and The Super Block Inside It
This surveyed estate has located on the frontage of the existing urban area in Nisinomiya city. This district closes
to the mouth of Muko River and harbor area, but is long a way from the old city area where urbanization had gone
ahead and the downtown area of Nishinomiya city too.
The surveyed estate is a high density and high-rise housing estate that has been planned and developed by
HUDC. Individual housing area is shown on Fig.2 and is constructed by the twelve to twenty-five stories
residential buildings.
One high school, two secondary schools and three primary schools are hold as basic social facilities, and one
estate centre that covers the neighborhood centre and the district centre is located.
On the whole, this surveyed estate is a large scale housing district development.
The surveyed super block is one block, that is formed by the grouping eight high-rise buildings judging from the
layout planning, inside the large scale housing estate. Eight buildings have been formed two rows, and the space
between the two rows is large scale. This space has been designed as exclusive pedestrian space and constructed
by exclusive pedestrian way, green belt, play-lot, sub play-lot, garden and so on. The exclusive pedestrian way is a
main route of circulation to the estate centre, schools, neighborhood parks and so on. But parking space has been
added to service approach space. Parking area and service road for cars have been located byside the residential
buildings, in other words on the north-west side and west side around the site of the super block. And an approach
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road for service is coming in the north-west side of the high-rise building located on south-east side of the super
block.
For planning of the residential buildings, there is no dwelling unit on the ground level, and all of the ground floor
in the buildings are occupied by the public and communal spaces. They are an assembly room, entrance halls,
pilotis spaces, bicycle parking lots, equipment rooms and so on. There are dwelling units above the second floor
level. Most of units are maisonette type units at the buildings located on the north-west side of the super block,
and elevator cages don't stop at 3F, 6F, 9F, 12F and 15F. Habitant access to individual units through the communal
corridor. The indoor sub play-lots for children have been put beside the elevator halls. We think that the
relationship between dwelling units and ground is weaker than in the case of the middle-rise walk up type building
but communal level at the communal space in the building is higher.
1-3. Elementary Spaces and Area, etc. in Surveyed Super Blocks
It is "Fig.3 Elementary Spaces Forming Super Block" that we have divided and classified outdoor and indoor
spaces after inspecting the characters of spaces at the actual locations with the layout plan of surveyed super
blocks.
The formation of land use area is shown on "Table 1 Physical Conditions, such as Total Land Area and so on,
of Surveyed Estates and Super Blocks" and the formation of floor use area is shown on "Table 2 Formation of
Floor use in Residential Buildings".
1-4. Method and Period of Observation and Record Survey
Observation and Record Survey is that collecting the real states of things attendant on living activities what
appeared in public and communal spaces at the surveyed super blocks. Therefore, the investigators observe and
record the real states of things for living and small facili ties using figures and explanations on the site plan which
have be prepared beforehand. The results are analyzed from the differences between middle-rise super block and
high-rise one, the relationships to formation of elementary spaces or planning density, the differences of layout
planning methods and so on. Yet, every exclusive use balconies and gardens are out of the observation and record
survey.
The survey was accomplished in 4th and 5th in November, 1993, total of two days. They are fine weekday in
autumn. Based on Osaka District Meteorological Observatory, it was fine (4th) / cloudy after fine (5th) and
average temperature was range of 16.9 (4th) / 17.5 (5th) degree C, and based on Kobe District Meteorological
Observatory, it was fine (4th) / cloudy and fine temporarily (5th) and average temperature was range of 16.4 (4th)
/ 17.0 (5th) degree C.
2. Things Appeared in Surveyed Super Blocks: Appeared Things
2-1. Classification of Appeared Things
It is a "Table 3 Classification of Appeared Things in Super Blocks" that the things put on each place in every
surveyed super blocks have been classified and adjusted. Table 3 is that every concrete things put on each place in
four models of super blocks have been classified using the result of collecting the real states of appeared things
on the site plans. It has been able to classify them as a result of having divided the very several appeared things
into similar groups, and could relate between the use of things and the nature of the places where they were put
away. It has been able to classify two families of upper class and three families of middle class and each of middle
class have been gathered by lower class as have shown on Table 3.
2-2. Quantity ofAppeared Things
It is "Table 4 Quantity of Each Classification of Appeared Things Put on Every Elementary Space" that each
space element has been taken on a vertical line (cf. Fig. 3) every super block of four models and the result of
classification of appeared things has been taken on a cross axle (cf. Table 3), in order to know relations between
the classifications of things and the places where the things were put on. The quantity of appeared things have
been caught by the number, the state of accumulation and true quantity of area that they occupied. In order to
analyze and compare each super block and investigate the planning index values, the number and the occupied
area have been totaled by the value per 1 hectare of the observation area. It is the watching area that the sum of
outdoor and indoor public and communal space area on ground surface in the super block and the floor area of
communal use space upper the second floor in the residential buildings.
We understand an aspect what things habitant put on close living place like a super block, when we examine the
total quantity of each super block and the special distribution of each classification on Table 4.
( i ) When we compare the quantity of total appeared things in every super block, there are differences of quantity.
The maximum number of appeared things is 949 things per hectare and minimum is 523 things per hectare, and
their maximum occupied area is 802 rrf per hectare and the minimum is 607 rrf per hectare. [Urban-High] super
block holds most number and largest occupied area of appeared things of all super blocks, and [Suburb-Middle]
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super block holds least and smallest. As for number of,appeared things, [Urban] super blocks hold them more than
[Suburb] super blocks, and [High] super blocks hold more than [Middle] super blocks.
( ii ) There are many differences of quantity of appeared things every classification, when examine a breakdown
of quantity. As for the number of things, each super block holds many four items of [A : facilities attached to
urban activities], [B-1-i) : car], [B-l-ii) : moving or carrying vehicles] and [B-1-iii) : things attendant on
recreation activities] comparatively, and as for the occupied area of things, the occupied area of [B-1-i)] and [B-1-
ii)] are larger. Especially the number and the occupied area of [B-1-ii)] are much large. Both of the number and
the occupied area of [B-1-iv) : equipment attached to building] and [B-3: waste articles attendant on urban living
activities] are smaller at each super block.
As for [B-2: things appeared on both indoors and outdoors], there are differences at each super block. [Urban1
super blocks hold more [B-2] than [Suburb] super blocks. On the whole, the number of [B-2] is fewer than [B-1 :
things attendant on outdoor activities] and the occupied area is smaller.
3. Relationships Between Each Place and Appeared Things
First, by using the total quantity of each space element on a vertical line of Table 4, we trace the places where
the appeared things described at foregoing paragraph are put.
At all surveyed super block, it is "bicycle parking lot" where both of the number and the occupied area of
appeared things are largest. The other spaces that hold many appeared things are "staircase", "corridor", "entrance
porch" and so on where the dwelling entrance doors face directly. It is an only super block in «Tsukuda» that
hold "entrance porch" (2.7 nf/unit) and much things are put on there.
[High] super blocks hold larger indoor communal space area than [Middle] one, so the appeared things put on
indoor communal spaces are more at [High] super blocks than [Middle] one.
There are more appeared things put on "outdoor public space" and "road" at [Urban] super block than [Suburb]
one and at [Middle] super block than [High] one. This is influenced by the differences of quantity of appeared
things that habitant put on at their discretions excluding cars.
Next, we trace the interrelationships between each place of the super block and each classification of appeared
things, in order to make clear the characters of elementary spaces of the super blocks and to know foundations of
handling in planning.
Table 3 Classification of Things Appeared in Super Blocks
outdoor indoor
A : facilities attached to the urban activities
i) planting shrub, medium high tree, tall tree, plantation
--------
robot gate, chock, wooden stake, steel gate, sign,
steel pole with chain, steel pole, mirror, electric light
pole, traffic sign, road lamp, pylon, private sign(No
Parking), sign(water util ization for fire fighting),
sign(Don't play with fire), sign(fire hydrant), private
ii ) traffic facilities sign(Don't park your bicycle), sign(passage for fire sign(typical floor plan), light, sign of warning
fighting), sign(collection spot for large size refuse),
sign(gateway for fire engine), sign(Don't trespass),
information board of residential building,
information board of estate, sign of residential
buildina, siJ~n(pay parkimz lot)
box for receiving bell mark cards,
iii) communication facilities mailbox, bulletin board nameplate(OFFICE), milk box, nameplate, massageboard, box for receiving Yakult, bulletin board,
mailbox
fire hydrant, parts of water utilization for fire fire hydrant, concentrated inspection panel of water
iv) utility facilities fighting, water tank for extinguishing fires, operating meters, fire alarm apparatus, telephone terminalpanel of road lamp, water meter, faucet, water board, emergency receptacle, panel inserted TV,
drinkina fountain faucet out of use electric meter aas meter
sand pool, slide, horizontal bar, log cabin, miniature~~mountain with tunnel, jungle gym, animal shapedv ) fixed playground equipment equipment, equipment made of steel pipe, equipmentwith tires, miniature mountain with slide, swing,pergola made of steel, pergola made of wood,
equipment made of log
vi) built-in facilities bench, desk clock, mirror, bench, balustrade
* continue to next page
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outdoor indoor
B. things attendant on the urban living activities
B1. things attendant on outdoor activities
i) car car, truck
ii ) moving or carrying vehicles bicycle, motorcycle, baby carriage bicycle, motorcycle, baby carriage, bicycle for children,
pushcart, handcart, wheelchair
iii) things attendant on recreation activities
CD planting tools flowerpot, planter flowerpot, planter, ornamental plant, artificial flower
made of plastic, artificial flower, vase, flower, dry flower
~ gardening tools
-----------
ornament made of iron, pot, ornament of raccoon dog,
miniature garden
@ hobby tools
-------
equipment of drawing line on the ground
tricycle, miniature car, monocycle, rubber boat, butterfly
@ plaything tricycle, miniature car, vehicle for child net, skateboard, bat, ball, playthings for playing in the
sand, bamboo stilts, toy, roller skates, insect cage, hula
hoop~ soccer ball doll, basket, skippin~ rope
iv) equipments attached to building outdoor machine of air conditioner, shed, outdoor machine of air conditioner, shed, shoes box, fireprefabricated storage, fire extinguisher extinguisher
B2. things appeared on both indoors and outdoors
i ) large living tool
CD attached things mat on entrance mat, carpet, rush mat
~ furniture desk made of stainless steel, refrigerator, gas chair, steel shelf, wagonran~e sofa
umbrella stand, umbrella, bucket, mop, washbowl, air
hose, bucket, mop, dustpan, broom, bench, pump, broom, ladder, tray, dish, pump, dustpan, cup,
ii ) small living tool soap, soap case, air pump, bicycle basket, chopping board, electric mop, basket, shopping basket,
hose reel bag, cap, clothes, shoes for children, book, comics,
scrubbing brush
iii) assisting tools for urban living activities
styrofoam box, plastic case, beer bottles case, beer bottle,
CD container box of TV, cover for motorcycle paper bag, cardboard box, vinyl sack, sake bottle, sake
box, box, container for heating oil, oil can, milk cartons
~ materials wood stick, wood plate, timber concrete block, timber, wood panel, tire
B3. waste articles attendant on the urban living activities
i ) waste articles
CD waste articles large size refuse stale news papers, garbage, garbage sack, dead flowers
~ container for waste articles garbage can, ashtray, container for garbage garbage can, ashtray
Each elementary space and each classification of appeared things are cross-analyzed on Table 4, in order to show
the interrelation ships of the two items for quantity. "Fig.5(1)-(4) Distribution Map of Appeared Things in Super
Block" are the distribution maps that all appeared things on ground surface in each super block are plotted on the
site plans. The distribution maps of upper second floor are omitted a publication.
As the result of cross tabulation and the production of the distribution maps, the relationships between physical
conditions of the super blocks and the state of appeared things have two tendencies. They are "3-1. General
Tendency Through Whole" and "3-2. Characteristic of Each Super Block for Appeared Things Attendant on
Living Activities."
3-1. General Tendency Through Whole
( i ) Though trees and planting are not treated in this paper, as the formation of land use on Table 1 and the site
plans on Fig.4(1)-(4) shows, the rate of "green space" in super block for site area is, as for [Middle] super blocks,
27.4% at the super block in ((Tomobuchi» and 41.2% at the super block in ((Myodani» and, as for [High] super
blocks, 23.6% at the super block in ((Tsukuda» and 30.4% at the super block in ((Mukogawa)), and [Suburb]
super blocks hold larger "green space" than [Urban] super blocks.
( ii ) Many four items, [A-ii) : traffic facilities], [A-iii) : communication facilities], [A-iv) : utility facilities] and
[A-vi) : built-in facilities], of [A : facilities attached to the urban activities] that had been installed previously at
the construction are observed at "outdoor public space", "road", ar.ound the approach spaces to the buildings and
in front of the dwelling entrances.
( iii) The three items, [B-1 : things attendant on outdoor activities], [B-2: things appeared on both indoors and
outdoors] and [B-3: waste articles attendant on urban living activities], that are put on with arbitrariness of living
activities are easy to be influenced by the formation of the spaces in the super block and planning of the
residential buildings.
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Table 4-(1) Quantity of Each Classification of Appeared Things Put on Every Elementary Space
Umt . number/ha Number of thmgs per 1ha observatIOn area 3continue to next page
Unit: (left)number/ha, (ri )ht)ml/ha
A : Facilities B : Things attendant on urban living activities Total
attached to B-1. Things attendant on outdoor activities B-2. B-3.
urban B-1-i) B-1-ii) B-1-iii) B-l-iv) Things Waste
activities Car Moving or Things Equipments appeared articles
carrying attendant on attached to on both attendant
vehicle recreation building indoors and on urban
activities outdoors activities
[Urban-Middle] :«Tomobuchi» 104 (23.2) 35 (216.6) 329 (357.3) 102 (28.1) 1 (0.6) 139 (1'2.4) 3 (0.3) 714 (638.4)
Indoor public space 21 (0.1) - (-) 198 (210.6) 57 (6.9) - (-) 87 (7.1 ) 1 (0.1) 363 (224.8)
Inside residential building
Pilotis - - - - 61 (66.3) - - - - - - - - 61 (66.3)
Staircase 21 (0.1 ) - - 28 (26.6) 57 (6.9) - - 87 (7.1 ) 1 (0.1 ) 193 (40.8)
Iindividual building
Bic.ycle parkiflJ~ lot - - - - 109 (117.7) - - - - - - - - 109 (117.7)
Outdoor public space 60 (17.4) 33 (204.5) 96 (106.9) 9 (3.2) 1 (0.6) 46 (4.7) 2 (0.2) 248 (337.5) .
Play space 22 (15.9) - - 70 (77.1) 3 (0.7) - - 1 (0.1 ) 1 (0.1 ) 96 (94.0)
Green space 38 (l.5) - - 27 (29.8) 6 (2.5) 1 (0.6) 45 (4.6) 1 (0.1 ) 118 (39.0)
Ser~ ice space - - 33 (204.5) - - - - - - - - - - 33 (204.5)
Road 24 (5.7) 2 (12.0) 35 (39.8) 36 (18.0) - (-) 6 (0.6) - (-) 103 (76.2)
Approach 16 (5.2) 1 (6.0) - - - - - - - - - - 17 (11.2)
Pedestrian way 8 (0.6) - - 35 (39.8) 36 (18.0) - - 6 (0.6) - - 86 (59.0)
Road - - 1 (6.0) - - - - - - - - - - 1 (6.0)
[Urban-High] :«Tsukuda» 173 (69.2) 48 (294.1 ) 350 (373.4) 91 (19.9) 64 (7.8) 216 (30.2) 6 (7.2) 949 (801.7)
Private space
Entrance porch 3 (0.1 ) - - 20 (11.7) 38 (6.1 ) 6 (5.2) 181 (25.0) - - 248 (48.1)
Indoor public space 102 (3.6) 8 (51.0) 267 (292.6) 25 (3.0) 57 (2.3) 29 (4.3) 2 . (0.3) 491 (357.1 )
Inside residential building
Entrance hall 0 (0.0) - - - - - - - - - - 0 (0.0) 1 (0.0)
Pilotis 5 (1.4) - - 7 (7.4) 2 (0.8) - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 15 (9.6)
EV hall - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 (0.0)
Corridor 9 (2.1 ) - - - - - - 19 (0.8) - - - - 28 (2.9)
Staircase, etc. *2 88 (0. t) - - 15 (13.7) 24 (2.3) 37 (1.5) 28 (4.2) 1 (0.3) 193 (22.0)
Service space - - - - 144 (157.5) - - - - 1 (0.1 ) - - 145 (157.6)
Iindividual building
Bicycle parking lot - - - - 101 (114.0) - - - - - - - - 101 (114.0)
Parking building - - 8 (51.0) - - - - - - - - - - 8 (51.0)
Outdoor public space 26 (61.2) 33 (202.0) 9 (10.1 ) 10 (1.9) 1 (0.2) 6 (0.8) 2 (0.2) 87 (276.4)
Play space 12 (54.8) - - - - 1 (0.5) - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 14 (55.3)
Green space 14 (6.4) 3 (18.9) 9 (9.8) 9 (1.5) 1 (0.2) 6 (0.8) 1 (0.1 ) 43 (37.6)
Service space - - 30 (183.1 ) 0 (0.3) - - - - - - - - 30 (183.5)
Road 41 (4.3) 7 (41.1) 54 (58.9) 18 (8.9) 1 (0.1 ) 0 (0.2) 2 (6.6) 123 (120.1)
Approach 8 (1.2) 1 (5.7) - - - - - - - - - - 9 (6.9)
Pedestrian way 30 (2.2) - - 52 (55.8) 11 (5.3) 1 (0.1 ) 0 (0.2) 1 (2.9) 95 (66.6)
Road 3 (0.9) 6 (35.5) 2 (3.1) 7 (3.5) - - - - 0 (3.7) 19 (46.7)
t ~ Unit: (m2/ha) Occupied area by things per 1ha obsevation area*3
*
. .
*
Every lower class of [B-1] have much differences each other in the size, use, design of the place where put on.
Most of [B-1-i) : car] are put on the outdoor parking area. There are some cases that a part of green spaces have
been converted to parking spaces and that some cars are stopped on the green spaces. They are at the super blocks
of «Myodani) and «Mukogawa». Car parking possession level of each super block are shown on Table 1.
Many of [B-1-ii) : moving or carrying vehicles] are put on the spaces other than "bicycle parking lot" too, though
the bicycle parking lots have been prepared previously. At [High] super blocks, many [B-l-ii)] are lifted up
toupper floors. Bicycle parking possession level of each super block are shown on Table 1. We consider that the
level is very low. In case the location of bicycle parking lot is a long away from the entrance hall or too far from
dwelling unit, the bicycle are put around the access space to residential buildings or on the communal corridors.
Many of [B-1-iii) : things attendant on recreation activities] are pots, flower boxes, tricycles, toy for children and
so on. Most of them are put on communal corridors or staircases at [Suburb] super blocks and little of them are
put on the other places. At [Urban] super blocks, [B-l-iii)] are put not only on the communal corridors or
staircases but also on the pedestrian way, road, green space around the building, play lot and so on. In this case,
most of things that put on outdoor spaces are flower boxes, and the goods for children's play are little.
As for [B-l-iv) : equipment attached to building], there are little things exclusive of the super block in
«Tsukuda» that many fire extinguishers have been installed.
As for [B-2: things appeared on both indoors and outdoors], there are many cases that several small things used
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Table 4-(2) Quantity of Each Classification of Appeared Things Put on Every Elementary Space
Unit: (left)number/ha, (ri ht)mlha
A : Facilities B : Things attendant on urban living activities Total
attached to B-1. Things attendant on outdoor activities B-2. B-3.
urban B-l-i) B-l-ii) B-l-iii) B-l-iv) Things Waste
activities Car Moving or Things Equipments appeared articles
carrying attendant on attached to on both attendant
vehicle recreation building indoors and on urban
activities outdoors activities
[Suburb-Middle] :«Myodani» 210 (65.7) 53 (323.0) 172 (194.7) 36 (7.4) 2 (3.6) 39 (3.4) 11 (9.0) 523 (606.8)
Indoor public space 163 (2.7) - (-) 149 (166.8) 36 (7.4) - (-) 39 (3.4) 3 (0.2) 391 (180.4)
Inside residential building
Staircase 163 (2.7) - - 6 (5.4) 13 (1.6) - - 39 (3.4) 3 (0.2) 225 (13.3)
lindividual building
Bicycle parking lot - - - - 143 (161.4) 23 (5.8) - - - - - - 166 (167.1 )
Outdoor public space 34 (62.4) 51 (314.4) 2 (2.3) - (-) 2 (3.6) - (-) 8 (8.8) 99 (391.4)
Play space 11 (59.8) - - 1 (1.5) - - - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 13 (61.4)
Green space 21 (2.6) - - 1 (0.8) - - 2 (3.6) - - - - 24 (6.9)
Service space 2 (0.0) 51 (314.4) - - - - - - - - 8 (8.7) 61 (323.1 )
Road 12 (0.6) 1 (8.6) 20 (25.7) - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-) 34 (34.9)
Approach - - - - 10 (12.4) - - - - - - - - 10 (12.4)
Pedestrian way 4 (0.1 ) 1 (4.3) 11 (13.3) - - - - - - - - 15 (17.7)
Road 8 (0.5) 1 (4.3) - - - - - - - - - - 9 (4.8)
[Suburb-High] :«Mukogawa» 68 (54.1 ) 32 (196.8) 358 (390.2) 138 (14.2) 1 (0.2) 38 (4.3) 15 (2.3) 650 (662.1 )
Indoor public space 10 (3.1 ) - (-) 356 (387.1) 137 (14.0) 1 (0.2) 37 (3.9) 13 (2.1) 553 (410.4)
Inside residential building
Entrance hall 9 (3.0) - - 4 (4.3) - - - - - - 2 (0.1 ) 15 (7.4)
Pilotis - - - - 33 (36.2) - - - - - - - - 33 (36.2)
EV hall, etc. *1 - - - - 4 (4.2) - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 9 (0.2) 13 (4.5)
Corridor - - - - 126 (132.3) 137 (13.7) 1 (0.2) 36 (3.7) 1 (0.1 ) 300 (150.1 )
Staircase, etc. *2 1 (0.1 ) - - - - 0 (0.2) - - 0 (0.2) - - 1 (0.5)
Service space - - - - 190 (210.1 ) - - - - - - 1 (1.6) 191 (211.7)
Outdoor public space 26 (49.8) 31 (188.7) - (-) - (-) - (-) - (-) 1 (0.2) 58 (238.7)
Play space 7 (47.1 ) - - - - - - - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 8 (47.1 )
Green space 19 (2.8) 1 (4.0) - - - - - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 20 (6.9)
Service space - - 30 (184.7) - - - - - - - - - - 30 (184.7)
Road 32 (1.1 ) 1 (8.0) 3 (3.1 ) 1 (0.2) - (-) 1 (0.4) 1 (0.1) 38 (I3.0)
Approach 0 (0.2) - - - - - - - - 1 (0.4) - - 1 (0.6)
Pedestrian way 30 (0.9) - - 3 (3.1 ) 1 (0.2) - - - - 1 (0.1 ) 34 (4.3)
Road 2 (0.1 ) 1 (8.0) - - - - - - - - - - 3 (8.1 )
t ~ Unit: (m2/ha) Occupied area by things per 1ha observation area*3
u
. .
*Umt . n mber/ha Number of things per 1ha observation area 3
*1 EV hall, etc. : EV hall, Indoor playlot and Communication space
*2 Staircase, etc. : Staircase, Fire escape stair and Approach corridor to dwelling
*3 Observation area: the area to be able to watching from public space and common use space (exclude balcony and exclusive garden)
usually are put around dwelling unit entrances. Many of [B-2-i) : large living tool] are mats, many of [B-2-ii) :
small living tool] are umbrellas and umbrella stands and many of [B-2-iii) : assisting tools for urban living
activities] are beer bottles and bottle cases. These are appeared at [Urban] super blocks more than [Suburb] super
blocks, especially the super block in «Tsukuda» that has "entrance porches of dwelling unit" is conspicuous. At
the super block in «Tomobuchi», [B-2] are put on the U-shaped outdoor spaces between the buildings, but at
another super blocks, there are little appeared things in outdoor spaces.
The Quantity of [B-3: waste articles attendant on urban living activities] are a little. Most of [B-3-® :container
for waste articles] are put on the indoor and outdoor communal spaces or "garbage collection station".
On ground surface, [B-l-iii) : things attendant on recreation activities], [B-l-iv) : equipment attached to
building] and [B-2: things appeared on both indoors and outdoors] that are put on with arbitrariness of living
activities are appeared at [Urban] super blocks, but they are appeared a little at [Suburb] super blocks.
3-2. Characteristic of Each Super Block for Appeared Things Attendant on Living Activities
1) [Urban-Middle] : Super Block in «Tomobuchi»
Many appeared things are put on the space between U-shaped buildings arrangement by the. living activities of
habitant who live in the buildings that surround the U-shaped spaces directly. The space formed U-shaped layout
between two EW pair access buildings and orthotropic layout buildings. The bicycle parking lots have been
installed, but only about one-third of appeared bicycles could be put on there. So rests of them are put on the
spaces between the buildings and around the accesses to the buildings. It is reasonable to consider that there is
only car parking area at the opposite side of the space between U-shaped buildings arrangement surrounded by the
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Fig. 4-(1)
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Fig. 5-(1) Distribution Map of Appeared Things in Super Block
[Urban-Middle] : «Tomobuchi»
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buildings without though passage.
On the other hand, the pots ant flower boxes are put on exclusive pedestrian way through the centre of whole
estate, and the bicycles are put on the pocket spaces where are difficult to be seen from the pedestrian way. It is a
state ofthings , appearance that is considered to the character of the pedestrian way.
In any case, the things for living are appeared on the circulation routes of pedestrians.
The habitant are living using each space with correspondence to the primary of layout design in the high density
middle-rise housing estate. It is reasonable to consider that the state of elemental spaces in the super block are
gained their characters by the living activities. The influences to the living of habitant by the methods of layout
plan and design of residential building are able to be seen here.
2) [Urban-High] : Super Block in «Tsukuda»
Much classifications of private appeared things are put on ground surface, where are the pilotis spaces and
pedestrian approach way that extended from the pedestrian approach intensively. Moreover, there are many things
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Fig. 5-(2) Distribution Map of Appeared Things
in Super Block [Urban-High] :«Tsukuda»
Fig. 4-(2) Layout Plan of Super Block
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for Iiving attendant on recreation activities and Iiving service activities in the "entrance porches" in front of
dwelling units. In both cases, the appeared things are put along the pedestrian circulation from the dwelling units
one after another and it is considered that the appeared things are what the neighbors approve each other. It is
considered that like this results base on the formation of this [High] super block following to next largely. The east
half of the south side of the super block has been opened to next super block and main access to this site is here.
The routes of habitant to their units are "parks or play-lot for children and pedestrian way along it" in the space
between high-rise buildings ~ "pilotis space possible to pass through and bicycle- parking lot beside pilotis" ~
"entrance hall of building (there are elevators, staircase, posts and so on)" ~ "communal corridor (skip floor
style)". The parking area are concentrated to the north side (two stories parking building) and west side of the
super block. So the access from the parking area to the residential building is the opposite side of the pedestrian
access and the relationships to the next city area are divided.
These are shown that the living activities excluding the play of children in the public space are done at the places
where the things for living are appeared.
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Layout Plan of Super Block
[Suburb-Middle] :«Myodani»
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Fig. 5-(3) Distribution Map of Appeared Things in Super Block
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3) [Suburb-Middle] : Super Block in «Myodani»
In the super block, it is a state that the cars and the bicycles that are put on the spaces between the buil dings
stand out very much. There are little the other appeared things attendant on the living activities.
It is considered the reason for this phenomenon that the layout design of the super block is the state of following
to next. There are livings except the circulation on daily living, in other word the social living of habitant, at the
park for children and the meeting place mainly for the layout plan. The layout plan with only north access
buildings on the site that slopes down to south and had been terraced for building lot is formed by the uniform
spaces between the middle-rise buildings and the public space of play lot and meeting place surrounded by the
transverse walls of the buildings. There are car parking area, bicycle parking lot and the green on the slope surface
in the spaces between the buildings, so there are little spaces to put on the things for daily living of habitants.
4) [Suburb-High] : Super Block in «Mukogawa»
It is not much to say that the things appeared by living activities of habitant on ground surface are only cars,
bicycles and the garbage cans. On the other hand, though the communal corridors have been not planned for
putting the things, the things attendant on living activities that include the bicycles and pots are appeared there. It
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is considered the reason for this phenomenon that the design on ground surface is following to next, coupled with
the high-rise residential buildings design divided to ground surface.
The space between buildings is formed by the park for children, play lot, sub lot, green garden and approach way
connected them, and they form a large scale space. The planning for the ground floor of the residential buildings is
that the floor is formed by entrance halls, pilotis, garbage collection stations, equipment rooms and bicycle
parking lots mainly. The parking area had been installed to the north and the west side of the super block, but the
parking area has been added to the space between the buildings for holding the more parking area. It is considered
that such ground surface gains the character of the large scale indefinite space, because it is a state that the
communal sense of every groups of dwelling units to the space on ground surface is difficult to be fermented.
4. Conclusion
4-1. Relationships Between Residential Spaces and Appeared Things Attendant on Living Activities in
Middle- and High-rise Housing Super Blocks
The study about the relationships between residential spaces and appeared things attendant on living activities in
a groups of housing blocks at existing urban low-rise housing area has been reported in References 1. First, we
arrange the result of the last study. It is about the relationships between residential spaces and appeared things
attendant on living activities in middle- and high-rise housing super blocks.
( i ) The total quantity of appeared things in the public and communal spaces, except the space of dwelling units,
is more at high-rise housing super blocks than middle-rise one. The quantity and the occupied area of appeared
things per unit is more and larger at high-rise housing super blocks than middle-rise one, too (cf. Table 6).
There are many classifications of the appeared things.
When we compare the super blocks located on existing urban area with located on suburban area, the quantity of
the appeared things are more at the super blocks located on urban area than located on suburban area.
( ii ) Most of appeared things put on the spaces between the residential buildings or the space around building are
[B-l-i) : car] and [B-l-ii) : moving or carrying vehicles], and another classification of appeared things are a little.
The area rate that car parking area and bicycle parking lot occupy the ground surface area is high. This tendency is
stronger at high density and high-rise housing super block.
It is necessary that the planning figures of bicycle parking space is supposed two bicycles per unit.
Under present conditions, the car parking space has been not provided enough at every super block. A part of
lacks has been covered by conversions from green space to parking area. As for planning, it is necessary that
design methods of car and bicycle parking space are developed and realized to hold the green space, play lot and
amenity space that is the characteristic of middle- and high-risize of residential space.
( iii ) Small utility facilities and outdoor facilities that is necessary under the layout planning of the super block at
the housing estate have reduced ground surface and open space area.
( iv ) On the communal corridors and staircases in residential buildings, the many kinds of things for living of
habitants except [B-l-i) : car] are appeared. They are [B-l-ii) : moving or carrying vehicles], [B-l-i ii) : things
attendant on recreation activities], [B-l-iv) : equipments attached to building], [B-2 : things appeared on both
indoors and outdoors] and [B-3: waste articles attendant on urban living activities]. There are cases in which such
appeared things are put on the outdoor space between the buildings or around the building depending on the
formation of the elementary spaces for the site planning. It is characteristic that these appeared things show the
disposition to be put on the spaces where face directly or connect to the da'ily pedestrian circulations under the
living activities.
4-2. Characteristic of Residential Spaces at Low-rise Housing Grouping Blocks, Middle-rise Housing Super
Blocks and High-rise One Judging from The State of Arrangement of Things for Living Attendant on
Living Activities and Panning of Residential Spaces
For planning of residential spaces, in order to know the living activities developed there and form the elementary
spaces, we have surveyed and analyzed using the appearance state of the things for living attendant on living
activities as the index value in this study report and References 1. We consider the way of treatment for planning
while verifying the differences in the characteristic and character of the residential spaces of each housing type,
low-rise, middle-rise and high-rise housing.
( i ) It is clear that at the space in the blocks of housing group as the subjects of survey many kinds of things for
living attendant on living activities of habitant put on public and communal spaces are arranged severally
corresponding to the housing type or the formation of residential spaces.
( ii ) In outdoor space except dwelling units, the number of appeared things attendant on living activities are much
more at low-rise housing grouping blocks than middle- and high-rise housing super blocks. At low-rise housing
grouping blocks, the quantity of appearance of [B-l-i) : car] and [B-l-ii) : moving or carrying vehicles] are less in
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Table 5 Comparison of Population Density
and Average Area, etc.
Super blocks in middle- and high-rise housing estates
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[Urban-Middle] :«Tomobuchi» 478 131 83.9 49.3 9.5 58.8
[Urban-High] :«Tsukuda» 658 191 78.6 44.8 17.0 61.8
[Suburb-Middle] :«Myodani» 356 105 71.5 78.5 5.1 83.6
[Suburb-High] : «Mukogawa» 952 210 94.6 43.2 29.3 72.5
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[ I -lJ :<Oshima> 303 103 88.8 27.8 2.9 30.7
[ I -2J :<Higashidaimotsu> 366 140 53.5 20.4 3.6 24.0
[ II -3J :<Oshonishi> 233 86 73.5 30.3 5.9 36.2
[ II -4J :<Daimotsu> 237 97 59.9 38.2 4.8 43.0
[II -5] :<Kitatakeya> 230 85 81.7 41.1 4.4 45.5
[ II -6] :<Sutokuin> 321 119 62.2 30.6 3.9 34.5
[II -7J :<Doi> 279 112 51.7 28.2 5.2 33.4
[ II -8] :<Sakuragi> 345 139 64.1 17.3 2.9 20.2
[ II -9] : <Nishidaimotsu> 490 191 48.5 12.3 2.8 15.1
[III -1 oJ :<Nishihonmachi> 293 117 66.8 32.3 5.5 37.8
[III -11] :<Kuisehonmachi> 310 122 58.3 19.5 3.4 22.9
comparison with middle- and high-rise housing
super blocks, but the quantity of appearance of
[B-l-iii) : things attendant on recreation activities],
[B-l-iv) : equipments attached to building], [B-2 :
things appeared on both indoors and outdoors]
and [B-3: waste articles attendant on urban living
activities] are much more and more (cf. Table 6).
At the middle- and high-rise housing super
blocks, many [B-l-i) : car] and [B-l-ii) : moving
or carrying vehicles] are put on the open spaces of
ground surface, and they occupy the large area.
( iii) At the middle- and high-rise housing blocks,
it is characteristic that large scale space between
the buildings are taken and that the public and
communal spaces or facilities are able to be
arranged systematically. These contain the living
activities of habitant and play a role in formation
of green space and urban scape. At these public
and communal spaces, the mono-use spaces have
been established and these spaces have been
formed by dividing the ground surface
horizontally. But the result of survey show that
the spaces around the residential building are used
as multiplex~use space. And the communal
corridors and staircases in residential buildings
are used as the place of uses except though
traffics, but these situations had been expected for
on the planning.
At low-rise housing grouping blocks, the blocks
are formed by roads and housing lots basically,
but the things for living attendant on several
living activities are appeared on the roadside,
sidewalk, the space around access to the lot, lane
and path, etc.. These appearance with the
buildings give the characteristic to each urban
*1 Average outdoor public and common area ={Site area - ( Building area -
Pilotis) } / Number of Units scape.
*2 Divide total floor area of Indoor playlot, Communication Space, EV hall, ( iv) CD In the case of low-rise housing grouping
Corridor, Staircase etc., Entrancehall and Entrance Porch by number of units blocks, it is 'much effective against living
*3 Total of Average outdoor public and common area and Average common development, living environment and urban scape
floor area in residential building that the public and communal spaces except road
*4 Divide total land area of Public open space, Cooperative car parking, are installed as holding the level of the density,
Other use space, Lane and Path and Road space by number of units
number of dwelling units per block area, total
*5 Divide total land area.of open front yard of private openspace of lot by
number of units. Closed front yard, back yard and aperture space of private floor area rate per block area and so on for
openspace of lot are out of subject of this survey. planning density. And providing the communal
*6 Total of Average outdoor public and common area and Average front yard sense to the space use of each housing lot is one
area of the design methods, too.
® In the case of middle-rise housing super blocks, the living activities are easy to be influenced by the formation
of the elementary spaces for the site plan. It is necessary for planning of super blocks that the elementary spaces
are formed comprehensively as considering the disposition of living activities and pedestrian circulation of the
habitant group.
@ In the case of high-rise housing super blocks, number of dwelling units and so on have become large size, the
land uses on ground surface have been concentrated and the relationship between ground and dwelling units are
separated for daily living activities. It is reasonable to consider that the result of survey show these characteristics.
A meaning of public and communal spaces around or inside the buildings 'is important, when the habitant develop
the sociallife as group. We consider that the planning of super blocks as subject of this survey are insufficient.
As for the living activities on ground, green spaces and so on, it is considered to be much effective for the living
activities at the middle- and high-rise housing super blocks that the basement or half basement are adopted.
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Table 6 Comparison of Quantity of Appeared Things each Classification (per 1ha Observation Area)
,( gh) / 00 nIts/ 00( )
Unit :(left) number/ha, (rij!ht) ni/ha
A: B : Thin2s attendant on urban living activities Total Total
Facilities B-1. Things attendant on outdoor activities B-2. B-3. (per] ha (per 100
attached to B-l-i) B-l-ii) B-l-iii) B-1-iv) Things Waste Observation dwelling
urban Car Moving or Things Equipments appeared articles Area) units)
activities carrying attendant on attached to on both attendant *1
vehicle recreation building indoors and on urban
activities outdoors activities
Super blocks in middle- and high-rise housing estates
[Urban-Mid] :
104 (23.2) 35 (216.6) 329 (357.3) (0.3}
«Tomobuch i») 102 (28.1 ) 1 (0.6) 139 (12.4) 3 714 (638.4) 421 (375.3)
[Urban-High] :
173 (69.2) 48 (294.1) 350 (373.4) 91 (19.9) 64 (7.8) 216 (30.1) 6 (7.2) 948 (801.6) 587 (495.6)
«Tsukuda).'
[Suburb-Mid] :
210 (65.7) 53 (323.0) 172 (194.7) (9.0)
«Myodani» 36 (7.4) 2 (3.6) 39 (3.4) 11 523 (606.8) 437 (507.0)
[Suburb-High] :
68 (54.1) 32 (196.8) 358 (390.2) 138 (14.2) (0.2) 38 (4.3) (2.3)
«Mukogawa») 1 15 650 (662.1 ) 483 (491.1)
Grouping blocks in existing urban area by low-rise housing
<Oshima> 132 (25.1) 24 (145.3) 237 (265.1) 3968 (244.7) 71 (50.1) 176 (36.4) 54 (14.8) 4663 (781.4) 1433 (247.0)
<Higashidaimotsu> 83 (30.0) 46 (282.6) 328 (362.2) 2943 (1 78.7) 79 (32.2) 342 (54.7) 115 (45.0) 3936 (985.4) 947 (239.2)
<Oshonishi> 70 (8.7) 39 (250.8) 125 (136.8) 1557 (227.8) 173 (27.9) 93 (21.3) 24 (5.7) 2081 (679.1) 753 (245.7)
<Daimotsu> 68 (12.0) 79 (484.8) 124 (137.0) 1695 (195.1) 78 (29.1) 686 (70.6) 76 (21.9) 2806 (950.5) 1204 (407.9)
<Kitatakeya> 65 (10.9) 38 (237.6) 129 (146.2) 2733 (310.2) 68 (26.2) 98 (38.2) 74 (15.3) 3206 (784.5) 1459 (358.6)
<Sutokuin> 116 (87.4) 42 (255.2) 142 (155.5) 3554 (256.9) 123 (44.8) 125 (21.1) 108 (26.9) 4209 (847.9) 1450 (292.2)
<Doi> 76 (7.7) 76 (467.9) 135 (153.9) 3701 (242.8) 153 (52.3) 76 (24.7) 106 (27.5) 4324 (976.8) 1445 (326.2)
<Sakuragi> 100 (20.3) 48 (290.7) 292 (315.4) 3506 (212.7) 66 (22.1) 208 (16.6) 143 (14.8) 4361 (892.7) 884 (185.8)
<Nishidaimotsu> 75 (8.0) 56 (345.4) 367 (406.5) 3830 (208.1) 207 (99.6) 376 (78.3) 210 (56.0) ·5123 (1202.0) 770 (180.7)
<Nishihonmachi> 134 (16.3) 21 (130.4) 156 (171.7) 2701 (276.2) 136 (60.8) 117 (21.4) 94 (20.9) 3360 (697.8) 1015 (211.1)
<Kuisehonmachi> 108 (16.9) 32 (201.8) 231 (251.0) 2635 (139.1) 118 (44.1) 582 (79.4) 113 (30.3) 3818 (762.5) 1091 (217.9)
*1 In tins column the unit is different from another column. Unit: left number 1 units ri t m1 u •
( V ) For the layout plan of residential super block or grouping blocks that contain from one hundred and several
units to several hundred units, the difference planning methods may be adopted corresponding to the living
activities at each housing type, low-rise, middle-rise and high-rise housing. The results of survey show that there
are problems about the development of the planning methods what must solve after this.
It is reasonable that the five items, CDrecreation space (include the green spaces), ®multiplex working space,
@store space, ®car and bicycle parking space and @town facility space, are adopted as the elementary spaces,
when these residential spaces are formed for planning. It is necessary that not only the minimum standards of area
or number, etc. are met, but also the living action patterns of habitant are considered carefully, when the
residential spaces are planned.
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